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A single Japanese man almost died from masturbating, according to a medical case report. Doctors claimed the 51-year-old, who they didn't identify,
enjoyed pleasuring himself several times a day.

Japanese man almost masturbates himself to death
Increased activation of the type 1 interferon (IFN1) signaling in ALS/FTD brain contributes to disease pathophysiology. However, the mechanisms
mediating IFN1 activation are unclear. Here, Rodriguez ...

Genome-encoded cytoplasmic double-stranded RNAs, found in C9ORF72 ALS-FTD brain, propagate neuronal loss
In a small trial, patients experienced significant reductions in pain after wearing the device, which 'reads' their brainwaves and then trains their
brain to better manage symptoms. After using ...

Patients endure far less chronic pain after wearing headset that 'reads' their brainwaves, trial reveals
Anne Ackroyd, Melba (ACT) “It’s no longer about climate, it’s about weather change” notes Christian Jakob of Monash University as North America boils,
parts of Europe drown and Siberia ...

Political cynicism has undermined our trust
Make anyone laugh with these stupid funny jokes. Why so serious? Unleash your silly side and read up on our dumb jokes and stupid but funny jokes. One
of our interns asked another if she was ...

Dumb and Funny Jokes
Anne Skates, Culburra Beach ... This is despite incontrovertible evidence on brain development in children and strong objections by the UN. How can we
in all conscience, sanction 10-year-olds ...
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Vaccinated politicians happy to ‘let virus rip’
Nick Moir Department Secretary Georgina Harrisson said federal agencies, NSW Police and Cyber Security NSW were working to restore systems and expected
them to be up and running ahead of the new ...

Cyber attack creates double trouble for virus-restricted schools
Nick Moir NSW recorded 16 new local COVID-19 cases on Wednesday, including 13 in the 24 hours since 8pm on Tuesday and three previously unreported ones
before that. The seven council areas hit by ...
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